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Wildlife 
Rehabilitation 
Medical 
Database

The Wild Neighbors Database Project
is a US 501(c)3 non-profit

organization which promotes
international wildlife rehabilitation

by developing online data
management software and helping

implement its use worldwide to
gather and exchange wildlife data.

 
Since 2012, the Project has provided

Wildlife Rehabilitation Medical
Database (WRMD) to wildlife

rehabilitators for free. It is currently
used by over 1,000 organizations

around the world and contains over
2.5 million records.



Requires only Wifi/cellular connection, a
computer or mobile device for data entry
Reduces the need for paper patient records
Promotes data integrity with drop-down lists
Analyzes data for real-time feedback
Provides remote access to data

Realtime online record keeping
The Wild Neighbors Database Project created
Wildlife Rehabilitation Medical Database
(WRMD), and continuously manages and
updates it, providing it for free to wildlife
rehabilitators around the world.

 

Want to check it out? 
 Email us at support@wrmd.org

Designed for each stage of oiled
wildlife response

Processing
A critical component of oiled wildlife
response is collection of data about the
contaminant and how it has impacted
patients. The processing module contains
fields with standardized options for oiling
percentage, oiling depth, location and type.
This module also contains an easy upload
feature for evidence photos. 

Wash
Wash module fields can capture all aspects
of the cleaning process, including pre-
treatments, detergents, type of wash, wash
team members and the duration of each
step.

Conditioning
The conditioning module provides an easy
way to record conditioning notes using
fields for buoyancy, preening and grooming
behaviors, use of haul-outs, and feeding and
waterproofing notes. 

Working Together 
For Wildlife

Quick event deployment
The oil spill extension saves frequently
used settings in a master account for quick
and easy deployment during a response.

Saving Time
to Save Lives

Oil Spill Extension 
Features

Due to the need for a first-rate wildlife medical
database dedicated to oil spill response in
California, The Wild Neighbors Database
Project and the Oiled Wildlife Care Network
(OWCN) partnered to develop an oil spill-
specific version of WRMD called OWRMD.
Through financial backing and expertise in oil
spill response, the OWCN provided the
foundation for this new base. OWRMD has
significantly enhanced wildlife data collection
in California spill responses; however, state-
specific requirements integrated into this base
have limited its applicability for use outside of
California.

Fast forward to twelve years later, when,
through funding from Focus Wildlife, the
vision of creating a version of OWRMD
available to oil spill responders around the
world has now been brought to life. The Wild
Neighbors Database Project took the OWRMD
database and adapted it, developing a brand
new Oil Spill Extension, which will soon be
available to all responders!

Affordable
One-time activation fee = $500
No further charge until the extension is
used during a response, then $1/per
patient 

Saves time to help save lives
Reduces time spent managing paper records
Generates reports with the click of a button,
including: animal logs, processing summaries,
rechecks, prescriptions, husbandry, and custom
reports

Standardizes & organizes
Contains built-in spill-specific data fields
Uses standardized fields, allowing multiple
organizations to analyze combined data
Delivers organized, easily analyzed data,
providing big-picture and patient-specific
information
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